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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Today into tomorrow, light to occasionally moderate winds are expected to continue as high-pressure ridging keeps conditions 
benign. There is a threat for showers and thunderstorms to move in tomorrow morning as moisture from Invest 92L pushes 
north and a very weak frontal boundary pushes offshore the eastern Gulf areas. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

On Thursday, Invest 92L will continue to strengthen, potentially becoming a tropical storm by the late afternoon or evening 
time frame. Winds along the Gulf coast and deep waters are expected to begin to increase as these winds expand. Moderate 
to fresh winds are expected along the western the eastern Gulf. Moderate to rough seas will also begin expanding into the 
deep-water areas. On Friday, Invest 92 L is expected to continue to speed through the northern Gulf and potentially 
strengthen to 50 knots. Gale force winds are expected to expand through much of the western and central deep waters and 
rough to very rough seas are expected. Showers and thunderstorms will also be a threat with a high threat for waterspouts 
within the rainbands that move through. Landfall of the tropical system is expected to be on Saturday, so expect gales if 
within the path of the track. After landfall, a tight pressure gradient is expected to form along the eastern Gulf with high 
pressure ridging moving back into the Gulf. This will continue to bring near gale winds and rough to very rough seas through 
the eastern Gulf until Monday morning. Conditions should ease to less than 20 knots by Monday evening, but swells will likely
continue to bring enhanced seas. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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